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PLANNING COMMISSION: 

 

The notice of the meeting was posted on March 23, 2017. 

 

ANNOUNCEMENT:  Please turn off all cell phones and pagers during the meeting. 

 

1. CALL TO ORDER:  Chair Kelley called the meeting to order at 7:01 p.m. 

 

2. ROLL CALL:  

Present: Chair Kelley, Vice Chair Fritz, and Commissioners 

Fernandez, Douch, R. Jacob, Doyle and Glaser 

Absent: Commissioner M. Jacob (excused) 

   Staff:  Kenyon Webster, Planning Director 

     Beth Thompson, De Novo Planning Group 

     Elise Carol, De Novo Planning Group 

      

3. APPROVAL OF PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES:  March 14, 2017. 

 

Vice Chair Fritz amended the minutes. 

 

Commissioner Douch made a motion to approve the minutes as amended. 

 

Commissioner R. Jacob seconded the motion. 

 

AYES: Chair Kelley, Vice Chair Fritz, and Commissioners Fernandez, R. 

Jacob, Doyle and Douch 

http://www.ci.sebastopol.ca.us/
mailto:kplan@sonic.net
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 NOES:  None 

 ABSTAIN: Commissioner Glaser 

 

4. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC ON ITEMS NOT ON AGENDA - This is for items not 

on the agenda, but that are related to the responsibilities of the Planning Commission or 

City Council.  The Commission and Council receive any such comments, but under law, 

may not act on them.  If there are a large number of persons wishing to speak under this 

item, speaking time may be reduced to less than 3 minutes, or if there is more than 15 

minutes of testimony, the item may be moved to the end of the meeting to allow 

agendized business to be conducted. 

 

Carol Capria, a resident of Sebastopol, commented: 

 Wished to speak about a parcel that recently sold on the corner of Murphy and 

Healdsburg Avenue. 

- After being on the market for quite some time, the property was preapproved 

for development, which then lead to it being sold. 

- Expressed being concerned about two trees on the property.  One a Live Oak 

and the other a Valley Oak.  Both are old, big and beautiful. 

- One of the trees is slated for removal.  The other is to be kept. 

- Expressed a concern with the developer being able to ‘accidentally’ remove the 

other tree and simply pay a fine. 

- Questioned how the property was preapproved for development without any 

public process, without her knowledge. 

- Encouraged members of the Commission to visit the site and see it for 

themselves. 

- Expressed being unfamiliar with the process that could have led to this. 

 

Glenn Pinnow, 7650 Healdsburg Avenue, commented: 

 Wished to speak about the same parcel as Ms. Capria. 

- Has been actively involved in City politics for the past six years. 

- This piece of property is a missed opportunity. 

- The residents of Healdsburg Avenue are faced with traffic and a lot of 

development. 

- This piece of property could easily have been looked at as a postage stamp 

park for the neighborhood and a gateway for the city. 

- This property is the last open space property in Sebastopol. 

- This property will now get paved over and developed. 

- Reiterated that this piece of property is a missed opportunity for a park and 

some green space. 

- This property will likely be developed in an unimaginative way. 

- Sebastopol already has plenty of retail space, some occupied and many vacant. 

- Sebastopol doesn’t have little parks. 

- The City could have purchased the property for not much money. 

- Would have been happy to volunteer to maintain it as a park/green space. 

 

Hearing nothing further, Chair Kelley closed the public comment period. 

 

The Commission asked questions of Director Webster regarding the matters raised during 

the public comment period. 

 

Director Webster indicated that the project had been reviewed and approved by the 

Design Review Board. 
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5. STATEMENTS OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST:  There were none. 

 

6. PLANNING DIRECTOR’S REPORT (Update on Future Agendas, Action of Other 

Boards and City Council) 

 

Director Webster provided the following update: 

 The City Council: 

- Adopted the Accessory Dwelling Unit modifications that were recommended by 

the Planning Commission.  They will become Zoning Ordinance law in about 

three weeks. 

 Last night, the City Council Housing Subcommittee met and received background 

information.   

- The Subcommittee asked some questions and the audience broke into three 

groups, talked about what they’d heard and began discussing some ideas that 

they support for housing. 

- Meeting notes are posted on the ‘Special Projects’ page of the Planning 

Department’s page on the City’s website. 

- The Subcommittee will meet again in about 2 weeks. 

- Staff discussed the work of the Subcommittee and how it relates to the work of 

the Commission in implementing the General Plan and Zoning Ordinance.  The 

hope is for the Commission to continue working on all of the topics as planned 

and to try to bring the housing changes to the Subcommittee as they are ready. 

 At their next meeting, the City Council will: 

- Look at the ‘Phase 1’ packet of Zoning Ordinance amendments. 

 Sonoma County Regional Parks is working on a noteworthy project with the City of 

Petaluma and the City of Sebastopol.  The City contributed some money and 

supported a grant application which the County obtained.  An initial meeting on the 

feasibility of a bicycle trail from Petaluma to Sebastopol is scheduled for 

Wednesday, April 5 at 6:30 at the Sebastopol Center for the Arts which is located 

at 282 South High Street.  The results of said study will probably take a year or so. 

 The next regularly scheduled Planning Commission meeting will take place on April 

11.  Continued discussion of the Zoning Ordinance will be on that agenda.  

 

The Commission asked questions of Director Webster. 

 

On behalf of the Commission, Chair Kelley wished to extend their recognition and 

appreciation to Planning Technician, Rebecca Mansour, for her 10 year anniversary of 

employment with the City, which is coming up. 

 

Director Webster thanked Chair Kelley and commented that he would pass that on to Ms. 

Mansour. 

 

7. CONSENT CALENDAR (PUBLIC HEARING IF REQUESTED):  There were none. 

 

8. DISCUSSION: 

 

A. REVIEW OF SELECTED ISSUES TO IMPLEMENT THE NEW GENERAL 

PLAN:  A new General Plan was adopted in 2016.  The General Plan calls for 

consideration of new or revised Zoning Ordinance standards relating to a 

number of issues.  Several topics needing discussion and Planning Commission 

policy direction are the subject of the March 28 Commission meeting.  These 

include: 

1. Potential provisions for very small homes, 
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2. Parking standards for the downtown, 

3. Mobile food vendors, and 

4. Potential changes to Residential Zoning Districts. 

 

De Novo Planning Group, the City’s consultant, has provided a memorandum 

discussing these issues, and providing background information.  The intent of 

the March 28 meeting is to obtain policy direction that will lead to drafting of 

actual Zoning regulations. 

 

Director Webster presented the staff report and was available for questions. 

 

Beth Thompson of De Novo Planning Group gave a presentation and was available for 

questions. 

 

The Commission asked questions of Ms. Thompson. 

 

Chair Kelley asked if members of the public wished to speak on this item. 

 

Hearing none, Chair Kelley closed the public comment period and brought it back to the 

Commission. 

 

Ms. Thompson outlined issues needing direction on the topic of ‘very small homes’. 

 

Commissioner Doyle commented: 

 The term ‘tiny house’ is fine to be used informally as it is easily understood. 

 The term ‘tiny house’ is not a technical term and should not be used in our Zoning 

Ordinance. 

 Everything that is being talked about can be accommodated by provisions in our 

existing Zoning Ordinance without specifically referencing a ‘tiny house’. 

 

Commissioner Glaser commented: 

 Expressed being in agreement with Commissioner Doyle. 

 We do not need to include a special definition for a ‘tiny house’. 

 

Ms. Thompson noted that the current definition of ‘dwelling, single-family’ indicates that all 

dwelling units must be at least 14 feet in width or diameter and at least 650 square feet in 

gross floor area.  Thus meaning, under the current definition, that a ‘tiny house’ is 

precluded from being the primary dwelling on a lot. 

 

Ms. Thompson asked the Commission if they would support requiring that ‘tiny homes’ 

meet the minimum efficiency unit size under California Building Code, rather than being 

subject to the minimums which are currently stated in the definition of, ‘dwelling, single-

family’. 

 

The Commission concurred. 
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Ms. Thompson asked the Commission if there were provisions to encourage ‘tiny homes’ 

that they may want to consider.  Such as, reducing the minimum lot size requirements for 

extremely small homes. 

 

Commissioner Fernandez asked questions of Ms. Thompson and commented: 

 A key question to decide on is whether or not a ‘tiny house’ on wheels would be 

allowed. 

 

Ms. Thompson noted that a ‘tiny house’ can only be legal, per State law, when it complies 

with established standards and categories. 

 

Commissioner Fernandez asked a question of Commissioner Doyle. 

 

Commissioner Fernandez asked questions of Director Webster. 

 

Director Webster responded that the City has some flexibility in deciding what to allow and 

where they should be allowed. 

 

Chair Kelley commented that homes on wheels are not taxed, meaning the City would not 

be able to collect property taxes on these units. 

 

Vice Chair Fritz commented: 

 Agrees with most of what has been said. 

 Would be in favor of adjusting our definition of a single-family home or dwelling 

unit to allow for something smaller. 

 Would like to explore the concept of allowing a cluster of ‘tiny homes’ on one lot. 

 

Chair Kelley asked a question of Vice Chair Fritz. 

 

Vice Chair Fritz responded: 

 A permanent living situation should be placed on a permanent foundation. 

 

Commissioner Glaser commented: 

 We need to be very careful in crafting the language to ensure that we continue 

having the type of quality that we want to see here. 

 

Vice Chair Fritz agreed with Commissioner Glaser’s comment. 

 

Commissioner Doyle commented: 

 We already have mechanisms in place to do what is being discussed. 

 Vice Chair Fritz’s concept could be done as a mobile home park, a Planned 

Community development, or under a multiple-family zoning district. 

 Would not be in support of allowing Vice Chair Fritz’s concept under a single-family 

zoning district. 

 Reiterated the request to strike the minimums which are currently stated in the 

definition of, ‘dwelling, single-family’. 

 

Ms. Thompson commented that they can review and clarify that a community of single-

family homes can be constructed on a single parcel in a higher density zone. 
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Ms. Thompson commented that small lot subdivisions currently have a 2,000 square foot 

minimum lot size and asked if the Commission was interested in reducing that number. 

 

Commissioner Doyle commented that the Commission requested a change to that number 

at their last meeting. 

 

Director Webster concurred. 

 

In response to a question asked by Ms. Thompson, Commissioner Doyle noted that the 

current small lot subdivision ordinance allows for small houses already. 

 

Ms. Thompson concurred and noted the clarification. 

 

Chair Kelley asked a question of Ms. Thompson. 

 

Ms. Thompson commented that a ‘tiny house’ brochure could be created to help translate 

the Zoning Ordinance for anyone that may be interested in having one. 

 

Commissioner Doyle read from the definition of, ‘efficiency dwelling’ and commented that 

a minimum size as defined may be around 320 square feet. 

 

Vice Chair Fritz commented that units could go as low as 200 square feet, which, while 

may be allowable, would not fall under the definition of an, ‘efficiency dwelling’ unit. 

 

Ms. Thompson commented that she, with staff, could look into appropriate minimums and 

return to the Commission with their interpretation. 

 

Chair Kelley commented: 

 The definition should be very clear to say that a small home on a permanent 

foundation, built to appropriate standards, is what is being permitted. 

 

The Commission concurred. 

 

Chair Doyle asked a clarifying question of Director Webster. 

 

Chair Kelley commented: 

 Expressed having some concern regarding the use of very small units as 

permanent housing. 

 Supports accommodating smaller units, as long as they’re built to Code and follow 

a process. 

 

Vice Chair Fritz commented: 

 The Commission may want to consider setting a maximum size for ‘tiny homes’ in 

order for them to qualify for a lower parking requirement. 

 

Director Webster responded: 

 The question raised by Vice Chair Fritz should be contemplated during their overall 

discussion of parking matters, which will be scheduled for a future meeting. 

 

Vice Chair Fritz commented that other development standards may need to be revisited as 

well.  
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Commissioner Glaser commented: 

 With a goal of providing affordable housing; our Zoning Ordinance already has 

mechanisms within it to allow for affordable housing such as ‘tiny homes’. 

 A special definition for ‘tiny homes’ is not needed. 

 We need to look at where we’ve addressed the conventional and make space for 

accommodation of the less than conventional. 

 

Commissioner Doyle commented: 

 Wants to discuss the small lot subdivision ordinance. 

 The idea of reducing the parking requirement for smaller homes probably makes 

sense, however, it is important to keep in mind that the lots may be so small that 

on-street parking between driveways is not available.  In addition, a ‘tiny home’ 

with more than one occupant and one car, as well as guest parking, could be an 

issue. 

 Wants to discuss how small a lot can be for a small lot subdivision. 

 Wants to get rid of the small lot subdivision table in the existing ordinance. 

 Homes of a greater square footage should be allowed on smaller lots as long as 

they can meet the required setbacks. 

 

Ms. Thompson commented that the small lot subdivision ordinance could be revised to 

include some incentives that would encourage smaller and affordable units while leaving 

some accommodations for larger units. 

 

Commissioner Doyle concurred and commented that greater setbacks could be required 

for two-story houses. 

 

Ms. Thompson spoke on process. 

 

Commissioner Doyle commented that he would like to see a table of changes. 

 

Ms. Thompson responded that they intend to do just that. 

 

Commissioner Fernandez commented: 

 Expressed having concerns regarding accessibility. 

 Questioned how the inclusionary housing ordinance would relate to a ‘tiny home’ 

development. 

 

Chair Kelley commented: 

 The Commission didn’t discuss allowing a very small home to be used as an 

accessory dwelling unit. 

 Would not want to preclude someone from using a very small home as an 

accessory dwelling unit as they may be easier and more feasible. 

 Would not support a very small home and an accessory dwelling unit. 

 

Commissioner Glaser and Douch commented that, per Commission discussion, a very 

small unit could be an accessory dwelling unit. 

 

Commissioner Doyle commented that that can already be done under the existing Zoning 

Ordinance. 
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Commissioner Doyle commented: 

 A definition could be included in the Zoning Ordinance that refers to other 

definitions and standards for units like, ‘tiny homes’ without specifically defining 

them. 

 

The Commission concurred. 

 

The Commission asked questions of Ms. Thompson and staff. 

 

Ms. Thompson thanked the Commission for their feedback on this issue and commented 

they had received enough input to allow them to go back and craft something that will 

allow further opportunity for discussion. 

 

Chair Kelley expressed a concern with people potentially purchasing ‘tiny homes’ for their 

properties without being fully aware of the constraints that they would be subject to. 

 

At the request of Commissioner Fernandez, and with the Commission’s okay, Chair Kelley 

asked if members of the public wished to speak on this item. 

 

Michael Carnacchi, a resident of Sebastopol, commented: 

 Would like to see an allowance for a trailer or other home on wheels, on a 

temporary basis, for care of terminally ill family members. 

 Thanked the Commission for their time. 

 

Hearing nothing further, Chair Kelley closed the public comment period and brought it 

back to the Commission for discussion. 

 

Commissioner Fernandez asked Ms. Thompson to speak on the issue raised by Mr. 

Carnacchi. 

 

Ms. Thompson responded: 

 Caregiver housing is usually allowed by a Temporary Use Permit.  These are 

typically valid for one year and can be extended for an additional year. 

 A provision can be created for temporary caregiver housing. 

 

The Commission agreed on the creation of a provision to allow temporary caregiver 

housing. 

 

Chair Kelley asked to hear from the Commission on Mobile Food Vendors. 

 

Ms. Thompson outlined issues needing direction on the topic of ‘mobile food vendors’. 

 

The Commission asked questions of Ms. Thompson. 

 

Commissioner Fernandez commented: 

 Works with a lot of small business owners. 

 Some operators do not want to pay for business licenses in multiple cities, so they 

will stay in one. 

 There aren’t many restaurants open late at night in Sebastopol. 

 Mobile food vendors could help other establishments meet requirements for food 

service while alcohol is being served in the later hours. 
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 Food trucks can serve areas without restaurants. 

 

Commissioner Doyle commented: 

 A couple of good locations would be along Morris Street and in the O’Reilly parking 

lot. 

 Asked for input from the consultant on the necessity of having different regulations 

for mobile food vending on public or private property. 

 

Ms. Thompson responded: 

 The differentiation occurs because zoning doesn’t typically address permitted or 

conditionally permitted uses in the public right of way. 

 The consultant team will listen to where and how the Commission wants to allow 

mobile food vending and develop a set of standards that will bring everything 

together. 

 

Commissioner Doyle commented: 

 The Commission should discuss whether or not they want to allow them to use 

some of a businesses required parking spaces. 

 He noted that it may depend on the size of the parking lot to begin with. 

 

Ms. Thompson responded that that was something that they could look into. 

 

Commissioner Fernandez commented: 

 The issue of restroom access, whether on public or private property, also needs to 

be discussed. 

 

Ms. Thompson responded that in most cases restroom access would not be required when 

on public property. 

 

Commissioner Fernandez commented: 

 Exemptions should also be discussed. 

 Wants to ensure that they are handled just as any other use would be, in terms of 

accessibility, parking, noise, and the like. 

 

Chair Kelley asked if members of the public wished to speak on this item. 

 

Terri Tachovsky, a resident of Sebastopol, commented: 

 Remembers when there used to be food trucks at O’Reilly and loved to have them 

there. 

 Food trucks are a social outlet for people. 

 Encourages the use of food trucks. 

 Suggested that the number of food trucks be limited, and gave the number three 

as an example. 

 The food trucks could move to different areas of town on different days. 

 Sebastopol needs more food in town. 

 Questioned the difference between food trucks and food carts and in whether or 

not they’d be subject to the same rules. 

 Thanked the Commission for their time. 
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ila Benavidez-Heaster, a resident of Sebastopol, commented: 

 Questioned the time of day and/or night that is being considered for mobile food 

vendors. 

 Expressed being concerned with what we may be creating for our town. 

 Regarding the discussion on ‘tiny homes’ she stated that Sebastopol is not tightly 

packed compared to a barrio and without a reference point for tightly packed living, 

this concept deserves more consideration. 

 Attended the Housing Subcommittee meeting last night. 

 Food trucks are wonderful. 

 It’s important to pay attention. 

 

Ted Luthin, a resident of High Street, commented: 

 Owns a piece of property on McKinley Street which he is exploring the possibility of 

pulling a food truck onto occasionally. 

 Food trucks are interesting and kind of social. 

 Food trucks have a different price point than a typical restaurant. 

 Sees it as an opportunity, more than a competition. 

 Food trucks and restaurants can get along quite well because they offer completely 

different experiences. 

 Encourages more exploration of this. 

 Would like to see more dynamic, pop-up stuff happening, because that atmosphere 

is missing here. 

 Thanked the Commission for their time. 

 

Hearing nothing further, Chair Kelley closed the public comment period and brought it 

back to the Commission. 

 

Chair Kelley asked Ms. Thompson and Director Webster how the City regulates food carts 

currently. 

 

Director Webster responded: 

 There is a special allowance or permit process for food carts in the town plaza. 

 The existing process is burdensome and probably overly demanding. 

 There are some allowances for outdoor vending on private property currently. 

 The issue of mobile food vending and food carts are related and should be 

reviewed. 

 Food carts may be addressed by amending a section of the Zoning Ordinance which 

covers permitted outdoor uses. 

 

Per a question in the staff report, Chair Kelley asked the Commission if mobile food 

vendors on private property should be addressed separately from mobile food vendors on 

public property. 

 

The Commission agreed that they should be. 

 

Per a question in the staff report, Chair Kelley asked the Commission if the City should 

identify standards for hours of operation and length of time that a mobile food truck may 

be parked and serving food in any one location. 

 

The Commission asked questions of Director Webster. 
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Director Webster commented: 

 Food trucks are currently regulated in a number of ways. 

- A vendor can get a business license to operate a mobile food truck in 

Sebastopol.  Although our ordinance doesn’t explicitly say anything about 

duration, staff tells them that they are not to stay in any one place for longer 

than 30 minutes. 

- Food truck vendors have been permitted via temporary Use Permits for the 

short-term, such as the Thursday setup at O’Reilly. 

- Food truck vendors have been permitted via a conditional Use Permit for more 

permanent locations as well. 

 For mobile food vending, it would be ideal to have a standard that says something 

about duration. 

 An as-of-right food truck allowance with a set set of standards would be desirable. 

 Temporary and conditional Use Permits could remain as mechanisms for other 

levels of mobile food vending. 

 

Commissioner Fernandez commented: 

 Agrees with that approach. 

 Expressed concern over developing a process that may not be business friendly 

and noted that many vendors will go elsewhere if facing an overly burdensome 

process. 

 Wants to encourage and support these types of uses. 

 

Commissioner Doyle commented: 

 Likes what Director Webster was saying about the business license process for 

vendors who don’t plan on staying in a location for more than 30 minutes, or so. 

 A Use Permit should be required for vendors wishing to be in a permanent location 

on private property. 

 A Use Permit should also be required for vendors wishing to be in a permanent 

location on public property, such as a City parking lot. 

 

Commissioner Fernandez commented: 

 Would like the City to pre-identify appropriate sites for these types of uses.  Doing 

so could lend itself to encouraging these types of uses. 

 

Vice Chair Fritz commented: 

 Generally they are a good idea and he’d like to see more of them in town. 

 Not too worried about competition with other restaurants because they offer a 

different experience. 

 Goes home for lunch because he doesn’t want to go to a sit down restaurant. 

 Like a lot of other people, he would appreciate more options in town for a quick 

bite to eat. 

 In terms of time limits; in the downtown an hour would seem reasonable.  After 

hours, could be longer. 

 Expressed not being concerned with them taking up parking spaces, especially in 

the evening, as we have a lot of available parking then. 

 Would like to create a mechanism to allow a food truck food court. 

 Food trucks create a lot of community engagement, are lively and vibrant. 

 Expressed being open in terms of the times of day and night that they operate. 
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Commissioner Fernandez commented: 

 Agreed that food trucks cater to a different type of customer than restaurants do. 

 Expressed being okay with food trucks taking up a couple of parking spaces. 

 

Vice Chair Fritz concurred. 

The Commission agreed on being open in terms of the times of day and night that they 

may operate. 

 

Commissioner Douch concurred with the comments he’d heard thus far. 

 

Commissioner Doyle asked Vice Chair Fritz if he was thinking in terms of requiring a Use 

Permit, or not. 

 

Vice Chair Fritz commented: 

 His preference would be to craft some set standards that wouldn’t necessarily 

require a Use Permit and noted that that could be limited to certain locations or 

zoning districts. 

 He noted that there could be situations where a Use Permit would be required. 

 

Commissioner Doyle commented: 

 Would support the short stop concept by right. 

 Beyond that, a Use Permit should be required for a more permanent setup because 

it becomes a long-term land use issue, whether on public or private property. 

 

Ms. Thompson commented: 

 Based on the Commission’s feedback, the consultant team can come up with a 

draft set of standards to address a number of situations including; as-of-right 

allowances, requiring a Use Permit, short-term and long-term placement, food 

truck pads versus food trucks on private or public property, or in the public right-

of-way. 

 

The Commission asked questions of Ms. Thompson. 

 

Ms. Thompson added: 

 Has heard a lot of interest and support for food trucks from the Commission. 

 

Commissioner R. Jacob commented: 

 Expressed being in favor of permissive allowances for food trucks. 

 Wants to encourage food trucks to come to town. 

 Does not want to discourage food trucks by requiring conditional Use Permits. 

 Sebastopol needs more late-night food options, especially on weekends. 

 

A couple members of the Commission expressed support for food trucks being allowed 

into the early morning hours, such as 2:30 a.m. 

 

Commissioner Doyle commented: 

 Wants to encourage food trucks as well. 

 It would be consistent with other land use policies to have standards, to know the 

uses that are taking place and to have a mechanism in place should issues arise. 
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Commissioner Fernandez commented that it would be great for the City’s website to 

highlight the guidelines for food trucks as well. 

 

Chair Kelley adjourned the meeting at 9:10 p.m. for a brief break. 

Chair Kelley resumed the meeting at 9:20 p.m. 

 

Ms. Thompson outlined issues needing direction on the topic of ‘parking requirements’. 

 

The Commission asked questions of Ms. Thompson and Director Webster. 

 

In response to a question asked by Commission Glaser, Director Webster commented: 

 The City has reduced its parking requirements over the last 20 years. 

 There have been a number of policy changes to get appropriate parking standards, 

and where possible, to lower them. 

 In Sebastopol we are trying very much to encourage people to use alternative 

means of transportation. 

 

Vice Chair Fritz asked for an explanation of how a ‘parking district’ would be established. 

 

Ms. Thompson explained. 

 

Commissioner Fernandez recalled parking surveys that had been done in the past and 

asked staff to speak on that.  He also asked staff about encouraging other types of 

parking management and enforcement. 

 

Director Webster responded: 

 The former City Manager did a whole set of occupancy surveys. 

- Recalled that some lots were pretty busy and well occupied, however, he did 

not recall any of the lots being completely full for an extended period of time. 

 A similar student survey was done four or five years later. 

 His impression is that all of the lots have more activity now than they did at the 

time of the surveys. 

 Different tools such as parking management, time limits, parking enforcement and 

meters, can be effective. 

 To date, Sebastopol’s focus has been on parking adequacy, rather than 

management and enforcement. 

 

Commissioner Fernandez commented: 

 Would like to eliminate some parking at the plaza at some point. 

 

Commissioner Doyle commented: 

 The City used to allocate parking spaces from the municipal parking lots in town to 

downtown businesses. 

- Heard that that policy has sunseted. 

- Heard of discussions at the Council about putting up buildings where municipal 

parking lots are. 

- The Council should not be able to replace parking allocations for the downtown 

with buildings.  

- Asked Director Webster to speak on the history of these and how they could 

sunset and now be the subject of potential development. 
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Director Webster responded: 

 The downtown parking assessment district was created to create funding for the 

City to purchase certain properties and develop these public parking lots. 

- The parking district had a stated lifespan and the legal evaluation of the status 

of the district is that it has expired. 

Commissioner Doyle thanked Director Webster for the explanation. 

 

Chair Kelley asked if members of the public wished to speak on this item. 

Ted Luthin, a resident of High Street, commented: 

 If we want more development, we have to disconnect parking from the parcel in 

our downtown. 

 If we keep parking attached to the parcel in our downtown, any development that 

happens will, by nature, look like a strip center. 

 Our only option, if we want to see development in our downtown, is to create a 

parking district and put the funds from that towards centralized parking facilities. 

 Centralized parking is much more efficient and will allow us to have the kind of 

development we want to see in our downtown. 

 Thanked the Commission for their time. 

 

Hearing nothing further, Chair Kelley closed the public comment period and brought it 

back to the Commission. 

 

The Commission asked additional questions of Director Webster. 

 

Per a question in the staff report, Chair Kelley asked the Commission if a reduced parking 

standard applied to all non-residential uses, regardless of specific type of use, would be 

appropriate.  It was noted that this is the approach taken by the current code. 

 

The Commission concurred. 

 

Commissioner Doyle commented: 

 Our parking requirements are already very progressive. 

 Would not be in favor of reducing the standard more. 

 

Commissioner Douch commented: 

 Generally speaking, he would not be in support of a reduced parking standard. 

 Expressed being in support of reducing the standard if we’re doing something else 

to protect and/or increases the potential for parking, such as a parking district with 

a centralized parking facility, elsewhere. 

 We have proof that parking assessment districts work fairly effectively and in so 

knowing, we should be using them more. 

 There are numerous lots adjacent to the downtown that could be great for 

centralized parking facilities. 

 Reiterated being very much in favor of trying to reduce the burdens of 

development in the downtown in the way Mr. Luthin suggested, but not without 

ensuring that we have mechanisms in place to protect and/or increase parking on a 

district basis. 

 

Commissioner Doyle commented: 

 Expressed being in agreement with Mr. Luthin’s comments. 

 Expressed being in support of an in-lieu fee, or some other mechanism to fund a 

municipal parking lot. 
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 The City needs to identify and purchase a site, come up with a plan to build a 

parking lot or parking structure, and then broach the issue of in-lieu fees. 

 Any in-lieu fees collected should exclusively go towards providing parking spaces 

elsewhere. 

 

Commissioner Fernandez asked Ms. Thompson and Director Webster if this would be an 

appropriate time to discuss charging stations and bicycle parking. 

 

Director Webster commented that that could be discussed during general discussions on 

parking. 

 

Commissioner Glaser commented: 

 Expressed being in support of an in-lieu fee as well as a centralized parking facility. 

 

Vice Chair Fritz commented: 

 Expressed being very much in favor of an in-lieu fee as well as a parking district 

establishment in the downtown. 

 Expressed having no concern with the potential development of the Burnett Street 

parking lot property. 

 Does his own survey of parking spaces in town on a regular basis and has never 

found no parking to be available. 

 Sebastopol has parking. 

 Interesting in exploring what other cities have done with the concept of reduced 

parking requirements for developers who offer a car-sharing program for their 

tenants, or other options. 

 

Commissioner Doyle noted a provision that allows for something like a 25% reduction for 

all residential in the downtown. 

 

Director Webster interjected that that is an existing provision, and that it allows for a 20% 

reduction. 

 

Commissioner Doyle thanked Director Webster for the clarification. 

 

Vice Chair Fritz responded that he may be willing to a greater reduction if certain 

accommodations are made. 

 

The Commission asked additional questions of Director Webster. 

 

Vice Chair Fritz commented: 

 Expressed interest in exploration of unbundling parking requirements from 

housing. 

 

The Commission asked clarifying questions of Vice Chair Fritz. 

 

Commissioner Doyle commented: 

 If we reduce residential parking requirements, residential parking should be 

dedicated and reserved for residents. 

 

Vice Chair Fritz agreed with Commissioner Doyle. 

 

Commissioner Glaser commented: 
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 Referred to language from the City of Cotati and commented that shared parking is 

key. 

 

The Commission asked additional questions of Mrs. Thompson and Director Webster. 

 

Chair Kelley commented: 

 Does not want to reduce parking in the downtown any further. 

 Expressed being in favor of an in-lieu fee and in creation of another parking 

assessment district. 

 

Commissioner Doyle clarified that an in-lieu fee and a parking assessment district were 

two separate things. 

 

Director Webster concurred. 

 

Ms. Thompson summarized her understanding of the Commission’s direction. 

 

Commissioner Doyle commented: 

 The issue of allowing a developer to pay an in-lieu fee needs to be resolved sooner 

than later because as of now it cannot be given as an option to a developer, thus 

resulting in a requirement for on-site parking for all developments. 

 

Hearing nothing further on the topic of parking in the downtown, Ms. Thompson outlined 

issues needing direction on the topic of ‘potential changes to Residential Zoning Districts’. 

 

The Commission asked questions of Ms. Thompson and Director Webster. 

 

Chair Kelley asked if members of the public wished to speak on this item. 

 

Hearing none, Chair Kelley closed the public comment period and brought it back to the 

Commission. 

 

Chair Kelley asked about the issue of expanding duplex zoning. 

 

Ms. Thompson responded: 

 It would be a two-step process. 

- The first step being a discussion at the Commission about which zoning districts 

should be used to accommodate the medium density residential at 12 units per 

acre. 

- The second step would be to look at the Zoning Map along with the General 

Plan Land Use Map in order to determine opportunities to increase density. 

 

Chair Kelley commented: 

 Supports looking creatively at where opportunities to increase density may exist. 

 

Ms. Thompson asked the Commission if they were in support of duplexes or triplexes in 

the medium density, 12 units per acre, upper range. 

 

Vice Chair Fritz and Commission Douch commented that they were, in concept. 
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Commissioner Doyle commented: 

 Expressed being in disagreement. 

 Not in favor of increasing the ‘RSF-2’ zoning district to 12 units per acre. 

 Expressed being in support of expansion of the ‘RD’ zoning district, or consideration 

of a new zoning district, perhaps ‘RSF-3’ which could allow duplexes, triplexes, and 

the like, on smaller lots in appropriate locations. 

 

Vice Chair Fritz clarified: 

 He would like to pick up some of the medium density residential designations from 

the General Plan, which go up to 12 units per acre, by expanding in some areas to 

increase density. 

 Is not suggesting a sweeping allowance to increase residential density. 

 

Commissioner Doyle concurred with Vice Chair Fritz. 

 

Ms. Thompson surmised that the Commission is interested in an additional implementing 

zone that is medium density residential that allows duplexes and triplexes in specific 

locations. 

 

The Commission concurred. 

 

The Commission asked questions of Ms. Thompson. 

 

Ms. Thompson commented that they may come up with two ‘RD’ districts, one that would 

allow up to 12 units per acre, and another that would allow up to the higher 14.52 units 

per acre. 

 

The Commission asked questions of Director Webster and Ms. Thompson. 

 

Chair Kelley asked Ms. Thompson if she’d received enough feedback from the Commission 

on this issue. 

 

Ms. Thompson responded that she’d heard enough to go back and craft some changes that 

are in line with the Commission’s discussion. 

 

At the request of Commissioner Doyle, Ms. Thompson summarized her understanding of 

the Commission’s direction. 

 

Commissioner Glaser suggested using an ‘R’ formulator, rather than the current, ‘RSF’ 

formulator. 

 

A number of Commissioners expressed being in support of that idea. 

 

Commissioner Doyle asked what the next topics for discussion would be. 

 

Ms. Thompson commented: 

 Requested that the Commission make note of any definitions that may be missing, 

so she could look into defining and adding those terms. 
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 Vacation rentals, gas stations and car washes, any additional uses that may need 

to be addressed, and the formula business ordinance would most likely be among 

the topics discussed. 

 

9. WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS:  There were none. 

 

10. ADJOURNMENT:  Chair Kelley adjourned the meeting at 10:25 p.m. to the next 

regular meeting of the Commission.  The meeting will be held on Tuesday, April 11, 2017 

at 7:00 p.m. at the Sebastopol Youth Annex, 425 Morris Street, Sebastopol, CA  95472. 

 

Respectfully Submitted By: 

 

 

Kenyon Webster 

Planning Director 


